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THe BG news

An
Independent
Student
Voice

SHA to release
landlord survey

Nixon calls
forspending
restrictions
WASHINGTON
(API-President
Nixon called upon Congress yesterday
to promptly agree upon, then abide by a
rigid ceiling on federal spending
"It is vital that the executives and
the Congress act together to stop raids
on the Treasury which would trigger
another inflationary spiral.''
the
Republican President said in a statement issued as he sent his new red-ink
budget to the Democratic Congress
Although there was little immediate
response from Capitol Pill. Nixon's
move seemed certain to be challenged
by Democrats as an election-year
maneuver to shift the responsibility for
the whopping fiscal 1972 and 1973
deficits, now calculated at more than
S64 billion
Nixon said his $246 3 billion budget
for fiscal '73 will be non-inflationary
"only if spending is limited to the
amount Ihe tax system would produce
if the economy were operating al full
employment."
"Those who increase spending
beyond thai amount." the chief executive said, "will be responsible for causing more inflation "
Therefore. Nixon said, he is "urging
the Congress, before it considers any
appropriations bills, to enact a rigid
ceiling on outlays that will prevent the
government spending more than the
$246 billion requested in his budget "
• That ceiling on expenditures." he
continued, "should apply equally to the
Congress and lo the executive branch."

The Student I'ousing Association
(SKA), in addition to helping students
find places to live, providing housing
information and mediating tenant-landlord disputes, is about to make public
the results of las! spring's landlord survey.
The survey, sent to more than 3,500
off-campus students in May 1971,
required summer and Christmas vacation to complete, according to Bruce
Misamore. senior tB.A.i. and SPA
coordinator The survey received 25
percent return

MwwphoU by Steve Meneen

Grease
fire

A groat* fire in the kitchen of tho Doha Uptilon Fraternity Home Sunday
afternoon did an undetermined amount of damage. Two trucks from the
Bowling Green Fire Department responded to the blaie and were on the scene
for approximately one-half hour.
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means you will not be allowed lo go
home." he said
Judge I'erman issued an order
directing reporters not to use the
names of any prospective jurors, nor
the questions and answers involved in
the selection
Asked during an interview about tincharges. Berrigan said
"There was no planning There was a
discussion
We were trying to
determine, as millions ol other people
do. whether the political kidnapings in
Quebec and in Uruguay were possible
in the United Slates.
The only sane response by our

movement was whether we should do
something. Part of this discussion is to
investigate the feasibility of it I've
been in federal buildings all over the
Easl.
"IF YOU ARE a peace movement
person, you try to find out what's going
on, to see if you can do what others are
doing. Like those kidnapings in other
countries, and to see whether you
should plan to do it
"Millions of people have these kinds
ol ideas at sometime or other. It
doesn't mean they would act or want lo
act, but whv shouldn't Ihev think about

i
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OUTSIDE OF THE ratings, the' real
value of Ihe survey is found in the comments on the individual returns."
slated Misamore "These comments
will be available at the SPA office
"It is our hope that through these
evaluations, improvements can be
made to make Bowling Green a belter
place for everyone to live."
Also, in answer to the scarcity ol lowcosl housing for married couples.
Misamore gave the example of Pine
Manor, a complex that charges rent in
proportion to income of the couple
"Pine Manor is FPA subsidized
Their rent for married couples is the
lowest in Ihe city, except for individual
houses." he said
The SPA is looking for persons to
help in the office, lo handle complaints,
give out information and lo do independent studies or anything beneficial
to off-campus housing
"muni
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McCarthy delayed;

it and maybe do something about it and
even investigate it
The modern glass and concrete
courthouse, in sight ol the ornate gold
dome of the Pennsylvania Capitol, was
geared for maximum security Some
doors were blocked off and everyone
needed passes to get lo the elevators
leading to Ihe courtroom
A guide at the Capitol told visitors
that stretchers and helmets were being
stored in Ihe Capitol basement in case
there are violent demonstrations
Berrigan supporters promised
continued activities outside the

courtroom.

The survey rated the landlord on a
one to five scale Also similarly rated
were his services, the apartment and
the lease In each classification, the
landlords were then number evaluated,
such as first out of three, or 16th out of
35, for the results
The possibility of future landlord surveys is in question, according to Misamore Pe explained that the amount of
time to organize the results was the
deciding factor.

MISAMORE EXPLAINED that Ihe
survey will aid Ihe student in choosing
between possibilities such as having a
bad landlord with a new.modern apartment or having a good landlord with a
not-so-new and modern apartment.
The results are being mailed this
week to each of the 312 landlords who
were evaluated by the survey. There
are a limited number available at the
Student I'ousing office
With the recent apartment boom.
Misamore noted there is a trend for
apartments to be unfilled, and to
remain in business, a landlord will have
to lower prices and improve service.
The landlord survey will have effect
here, he said.
Misamore pointed out that students
will rent more often from high-rated
landlords, and less often from the
lower-rated ones

Berhgan jury selection begins
I'ARRISBURG. Pa. IAPI-The judge
who will hear the trial of the Rev.
Philip Berngan and six others charged
with an antiwar plot to kidnap
presidential advisor I'enry A.
Kissinger said yesterday the trial will
probably last several months
"This case has been surrounded for a
long time, a vast time, with
tremendous publicity." US District
Court R Dixon I'erman told the 144
men and women who are prospective
jurors.
"THIS TRIAL will probably last
several months and very likely the jury
will have to be sequestered, which
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set to arrive today
Former Senator Eugene McCarthy will speak at 8 p.m. in Anderson Arena.
McCarthy, a candidate for the Democratic presidential nomination was scheduled to speak last night but his flight from Madison.
Wis , was canceled because of a snow storm.
McCarthy is scheduled to arrive in the atternoon and have a private dinner with President Pollis A. Moore Jr Pe will hold a press
conference at 7 p.m. followed by the speech and a question-andanswer period at 8.
The Fifth Congressional District caucus to choose delegates
pledged to McCarthy to the Democratic National Convention which
was originally scheduled for tonight at 8 has been changed to 10
tonight in room 220 Math Science Bldg.
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII""li"ll""ll"l""llll"l"l"IMIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII"lllllll"ll"lllll"l"l""lllll"lllllllll"l"l""l

Local officials, dealers view BG drug scene
Editor's Note: The following is the first article of a
three-part series on drugs and the Bowling Green
community. Names of all dealers quoted In this
article have been changed. Part Two will appear
tomorrow.
By Peggy Schmidt
Staff Reporter
When the corner drugstore starts stocking a
particular item regularly, it must be a popular
commodity There even seems to be real competition
among Zig Zag. Bugler. Rizzo and Acapulco Gold
cigarette papers, which only confirms the fact that
such products are in demand
But this is only an outward manifestation of what
many people in Bowling Green are convinced of--not
only is the use of soft drugsbecomingmorewidespread.
but hard drugs have also made their way into the
community
"THE DRUG problem is getting progressively
worse here." commented Detective Lt. Matt Brichta
of the Bowling Green Police Department
Lt. Brichta said there has been some increase in the
use of cocaine and heroin, but marijuana,
amphetamines and barbituates are more prevalent
among the junior and senior high school students.
Lt. Brichta didn't know the exact cause of the
increase of drugs other than perhaps young people's
reactions to the misinformation that has been given
them through their parents and the media.
"Then. too. a lot of high school students can identify
with college students if they use drugs." Lt. Brichta
added
"It's true that having a university in the community
definitely does affect the amount of drug traffic here."
commented John C Reed, principal of Bowling Green
High School.
Pis analysis of the drug situation differed trom Lt.
Brichta's. at least as far as the high school was
concerned.
"Drugs do not appear to be on the increase to me
this year." Reed said.' And that can mean that either
there are less drugs around, or the people using them
have gone 'underground' '
Reed conceded that fear of being caught might be
the major reason high school students do not seem to
be carrying on deals during school hours.
Alex, a dealer at the high school, sees things a little
differently.

"Two years ago. you could count the number of
people who did dope on your hand Now I'd say that
over 10 per cent of the kids are using drugs on a more
or less regular basis." he said.
Bowling Green I'igh School has approximately 900
students in three grade levels Alex said there were
small groups at the school who did both acid and
heroin, but the majority of users did marijuana
"THERE ARE a lot of deals made during school
hours, because that's when most of the kids see each
other and are able to make contacts." he said.
Alex expressed a sentiment held by many high
school students-that students are becoming frustrated

Score

with the irrelevance of what is being laugh! in the
classroom.
"We have our own culture now. one thai we're proud
of, and drugs are a part of thai culture." he said.
As far as University students are concerned.
Assistant Dean of Students Derek Dickinson agreed
with the idea that drugs seemed to be on the increase
within the last two years. Powever. he said he thought
the situation had somewhat stabilized.
"Let's face it. almost every college student is
acquainted with drugs in some way. Why. even your
All-American' boy could be a dealer," Dickenson
said

IV said he thought cocaine was more available lhan
heroin, but he saw an overall decrease in hard drugs
"A lot of college students are getting hung up on the
Jesus Movement' and moving away from drugs;
others just don't feel it's worth it." Dickenson said.
DALE SHAFFER, Chief of Campus Safety, doesn't
believe there has been any heavier use or traffic of
drugs over the last five years.
"College students as a whole are getting away from
the drug culture and becoming a better adjusted bunch
of kids." Shaffer said.

■

Marijuana it net the onfy drug that* s easy to come by in the greater
Bowling Green community. Some (Sealers and law enforcement

agents agree that harder drugs, including herein,
increasing market in the area.
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inconsistent policies
On January 11. The News ran two pictures and an editorial
discussing an accident involving grade reports and its
relationship to the Confidentiality of Records statement in the
Student Code
Last Friday we printed a story involving class schedules and
whether or not these, too. were covered in the confidentiality
section.
These two incidents were not publicized simply to create news,
embarrass University personnel or point an accusing finger at the
Administration
Instead, we were attempting to illustrate a veny real problem
confronting all segments of the University communityinconsistency in interpretation and implementation of policies.
Although the two cases in question may appear to be relatively
minor problems, they indicate that a much larger problem exists.
When representatives from one office give an answer to a
question that is entirely different from the answer obtained from
another office-as we discovered when researching last week's
story on schedules-it becomes painfully apparent that something
must be done soon to establish the consistency needed to
adequately operate this institution or any other institution
Late last quarter President Moore received a recommendation
from an ad hoc committee on personal freedoms calling for a
complete review of all University codes, policies and regulations
to eliminate duplication, inconsistencies and outdated sections.
We urge the University to act on that proposal-soon.

budget council
The reorganisation of the voting power and membership in the
University Budget Council
is a good indication that the
administration recognizes the value of student opinion in
University matters
The Council has been reorganized to include more faculty and
student members who will occupy voting positions Three
adminstrative officers who were entitled to vote on the Council
will now act only as consultants.
Hopefully, the new voting members will scrutinize the
allocation and possible squandering of funds in this University.
The News urges these select lew to find the answers to some of
the quest ions that have been left unanswered
Questions like Why does the Athletic Department receive a
tidy sum each year (or scholarships and hips'' I'ow does the
Budget Council decide which academic department will receive a
cut in their budget and which department will receive an
increase'1
and soon.
The reorganisation Ol the Budget Council will be effective to the
campus community, only if the new voting members have the
courage lo Strongly express their opinions and search for the
answers to the puzzling questions involving fund allocations.
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health requires healthy parts
By Dr. Jonas Salk
Editor's Note: A physician and research
scientist for more than thirty years, Dr.
Jonas Salk Kainrd world recognition in
1954 with his development of the
celebrated Salk Vaccine for the
prevention of polio. The recipient of the
Crlis Award In 1955 and the Latker
Award In 11156, he served as director of
the Salk Institute of Biological Studies
from 1(57 to 1(63, and is presently
continuing his research In Salk Institute
of San Diego. California.
Although slill concerned with
problems ot disease, I have become
more and more mindful ol health not
merely as a condition of freedom from
disease, but as a state of being that must
be actively sustained
Because ot the increased means thai
now exists for reducing the incidence of
many diseases and of premature death
there is more opportunity than ever for
maintaining and enhancing health As
advances are made in biological and
medical knowledge, it is impressive to
observe the ordered and balanced
complexity ol
the control and
regulatory mechanisms in healthily
functioning organisms

•meBGnews

business manager
advertising manager

campus colloquy

By analogy, the concept of health and
of disease can be applied to the organized
systems of molecules and of cells of
which individuals are composed, as well
as to societies, all of which require
predominantly healthy parts fur health
In all living systems the parts are
inle.-dependently related to the whole
Among men, the well-being of each is
dependent upon the well-being of others
The closer we are to each other, the
more evident it is that as each maintains
his own health, he also contributes lo the
health of others, and. if others do
likewise, they, in turn, contribute to our
health
This is seen in relation to
environmental and ecological problems

Now we must similarly view the
personal health ol the individual since
environmental and ecologic balance will
require healthy people to restore,
maintain and contribute to
environmental health and special health
The burden ol pathology in man.
psychologically and sociologically as
well as physically and environmentally
will, unless limited, become even more
unbearable and will divert resources and
energy front the processes for
maintaining and augmenting health
Nol only in the United States, but the
world over, the cost of treating and
counteracting the effects of disease in all

oI
its many manifestations
psychologically and sociologically-and
of restoring health, is colossal
As important as it is to limit
population size to arrest pollution and to
establish a healthy ecologrc balance
between man and the planet something
more will be needed It will also be
IWcessarj to have healthy, balanced
constructive people as practitioners foi
the development ol individual and
collective health, each lor himsell and
thereby lor others as well
We are a long way from knowing how
to live this way and the need is u|M>n us

We must act as it only for our own
health, we must be concerned with the
health ol Others the health ol our species
and the health ol Ihe planet
The means ol accomplishing these
end- remain to be developed and will be
done largely by those who are as yet
uncommitted
and
tor
whom
unprecedented challenges exist [or selflullillment Often the obstacles lo choice
and commitment exist within ourselves.
regrettably, they also exist lor social and
cultural reasons that need to be
eliminated
Km those with constructive, creative
incl mat ions there is much to be done

wrong emphasis on greeks
This is in regard to the letter by Chuck
Simon, we leel lhal he is missing the
whole point cd the recent complaints
concerning Greek advertising
PlTSt ol all. girls should not be referred
to as gimmicks or merely utilized to
attract attention for rush or any other
such purposes We don't particularly
care how people are conned into joining

so they say
Paul N. McCloskey. iR-Calif l, on
President Nixon's State of the Union
address:
"It is the height of hypocrisy to praise
America's superior technology and
supposed compassion at a time when
that technology is being used to kill
thousands of Asian peasants in a war we
admittedly no longer care about."

fraternities;
but
we do question
degrading women in the process, and
categorizing them in the same class as
beer Women in general. I am sure, feel
a more definite purpose in this world
than to simply stimulate men
MR. SIMON SAYS that fraternities
and the Greek system itself have a hell
of lot more to offer than beer and
broads' This may be so. but if they
continue to eimphasize this aspect of
Creek life, thev will continue to drive the

most worthwhile people away
The Greek system all over the country
is slowly but definitely dying, and the
Greeks are only helping to bury it It is
not the people on the outside who are
aiding its eventual termination, but those
of you working from the inside.
Thank you for speeding up the process.

1'elen Drolick
Lon Williams
348 Ashlev

on ad policy

questions standards
While browsing through The BO News
today. I came across a very humorous
article entitled The Kthical Standards
for The BO News Advertising It stated
and 1 quote. No advertisement will be
published that in the judgement of Ihe
business stall is considered in poor taste
This includes advertising that is
indecent, vulgar, suggestive, repulsive
or offensive "
I WOULD like lo ask The News Stall
in what taste they consider the following
advertisements, all found within The BO
News the last quarter" They are 11
"What are you getting your girl for
Christmas-Pregnant''"
Your sex
life is your business. Contraceptives are

I have read advertisements for Emko
and other contraceptive loams, extrasensitive prophylactics, and abortion
agencies within The BO News and am
sure that many other students have seen
them, too These are to me vulgar
suggestive, repulsive, and offensive. I
am not regarding them with any
religious outlook. I am only looking at
them from s personal viewpoint.
The next time you decree what your
Kthical Standards are. please be so kind
as to explain your definitions of these
wonls since they do not correlate with
Webster's
Diane Marchal
13Greenview

explains guidelines

TV CARTOONS CONTRIBUTE TO NATIONAL VIOLENCE. SAYS STUDY GROUP . .

The ethics policy The BG News
established was done after we realized,
through the complaints we received, that
we needed guidelines with which we
could determine some basis for
accepting
advertisements
for
publication.
Our policy is a working policy with
guidelines only for our ethical standards
It would be impossible lo list every
situation that would warrant the
rejection of an ad If this were the case,
so many loopholes could be found in the
policy that the policy would have no
strength at all.
No advertisement has been published
since Winter Quarter of 1972 for any
abortion service. However, we did not

feel that we would offend very many
people by publishing sources of
contraceptives.
The advertising guidelines established
this month are judgmental in nature.
The responsibility rests with the
Business Staff for enforcing them simply
because it would be impossible to have
15.000 people come in and review each
ad. Every newspaper that has such a
policy is faced with the same dilemma of
trying to decide how to write a policy
that is enforceable and can give
boundaries to what is to be published and
yet not write a thirty-page document.
Philip Stickney
Business Manager

Th. BGN.w., Tu..doy. January 25. 19/2 Poo. 3

Dormitory control suggested

Alcohol policy change sought
By Aaa Hofbaaer
Staff Reporter

said at the time the intention
of the Board of Trustees was
to provide the students with
the ability to use alcohol
within state laws in their
own rooms

The
Student
Body
Organization
tSBO)
attempted Friday to put the
determination of residence
hall unit alcohol policy in the
hands of the Student Affairs
Council and the individual
units, according to Dennis
Kelly, resident in charge of
programming
at
Conklin
^
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*<» Soviet ihip lomul slid into a pier at the Adak Naval Bate
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Aleutians eorly Saturday after being escorted to port by

a Coast Guard icebreaker.

The Lamut is one of two Soviet

vessels seized last Monday within the U.S. 12-mile fisheries
limit.

Cycle: weed to opiates
• from page 1
There has only been one
major drug arrest during the
present
academic
year
which involved University
students, as compared to at
least 10 major arrests since
1968. which involved at least
two students In each case
I would say the major
reason for this is that law
enforcement agencies are
concentrating more on the
dealers than on the users
Shaffer said
Jason classifies himself as
a medium-size dealer in
relation to this community
1 he sells one to two pounds
of marijuana a week as well
as some chemicals 1
I'e
analyzes drugs in terms ol
the particular phase of the
drug cycle that a community
is experiencing
"A place will start out on
drugs like weed and hash,
then on to acid-last year
Bowling Green was a big
acid town." he said
Now
according to this dealer
barbituates. or
downers".
are more prevalent
THE NEXT phase ol the
cycle is the opiates-cocaine
and heroin, which he thinks
oftentimes
result
in
jealousies
and
suspicion

among both dealers and
users
"The Mafia knows that the
real money lies in selling
scag
And it isn't so farfetched to link the large
amounts of opiated hash that
were here in the fall to the
pushers
who
want
a
community to get into the
opiates." Jason concluded
1

don t

know

of

any

University students that are
smak freaks, but there are a
number of townies that are
strung
out
on
junk."
remarked Mick, a somewhat
smaller dealer, who not only
services the college, but the
high school as well
Mick
was
recently
released from prison after a
one year stint arising from a
narcotics
conviction
There are a lot of people,
especially
high
school
students who don't think
anything ol doing diet pills,
but wouldn't think of doing
dope." he said
CRISIS Phone has been the
only agency handling drug
problems in the community
up to this time. In the year
and a hall that Crisis Phone
has iH'on in operation, there
have
been
103
drug
assistance calls in which
Itafl members have gone to
the person who was on

SHiRis PUNTED

drugs, in some cases to take
him to the hospital
Drug counseling calls in
which the Crisis Phone
volunteer
has
talked
a
person
down '
have
occurred B5 times
Drug
information
calls
have
numbered 151
"I'm sure a lot more goes
on that we don't even hear
about. Ms Sharon Baxter,
director ol Crisis Phone,
said
In addition to the Crisis
Phone.
Craig
Taliaferro.
freshman. lAAS), handles
an average of 15 to 20 drug
information or assistance
calls weekly Taliaferro has

According to ArtToalston.
student body president. Dr.
Bond said the proposed
change
is outside
the
board's intent
Dr

Pall
The suggested addition,
presented before the Student
Affairs Council, is scheduled
for an official vote at (he
next meeting
Last fall the SBO proposed
an addition to a sentence in
the Student Guide reading,
"special parties at which 3.2
beer may be served may be
scheduled for the recreation
room (dining room in Greek
houses 1 in buildings where
such space is available."

Bond also said there

WASHINGTON lAPi-The
Senate
has
narrowly
rejected a proposal to provide for enforcement of
equal employment oppor
tunity legislation through the
courts
rather
than
by
administrative action
The 43 to 41 vote yesterday
defeated an amendment by
Sen. Peter P Dominick. cHColo. 1 It was a victory for
civil rights leaders who long
have urged arming
the
F.qual Employment Opportunity
Commission
with
authority to issue cease-anddesist orders

regulations and conducting
proper clean-up "
Dr. James Bond, vice
president of student affairs.

WSA Ethiopian meat
The Black African People's Association is organizing an
Ethiopian dinnei to be held Keb 5 at t> p m at the UCF
center
The event will include music, dancing and possibly
slides Food will be prepared by Ethiopian students at the
University
Sponsored by the World Student's Association I WSA),
the dinner is open to the public. For ticket information
contact the WSA office or call 352-0171

Beginners Course Off-Loom Weaving
Ten Week Evening Course

February 7th to April 10th

7:30-9:30 P.M. Monday evenings
Instructor: Pal Williarm

First com* first t*rv*d

Class limited to twelve

Tho class will explore several techniques of primitive weaving—including twining, cardweaving, finger weaving, back-strap loom. There will be emphasis on the contemporary creative use of these ancient methods.
The course will be followed by an Advanced Course for those who wish to pursue ad
vanced work.
Course Fee: $40.00 payable in advance
Materials Fee: $6.00
Equipment Fee: About $6.00
Those interested in taking this course should stop now and register at

THE WORKING HAND CRAFT CENTER
Bowling Green

353-9932

SIS Conneaut

CENTRE DRUG SPECIAL
IjP Arrid Ex Dry Spray

$1.17

1 </2 Ol.

$1.09

$ .68

20 oi

$1.59

$ .98

$1.59

$ .99

&A GILLETTE ss BLADES & TECH BAND io-s $1.69
Don't pass up these savings at the
Corner of N. Main and E. Wooster

$1.16

U1

— SET VOOR 3H*T- nffnni'

FREE
COKES
TONIGHT

9oz.

Anti-Persp.

|jp Cepacol Mouth Wash

3529157 ii?«.HERR7

Now Only

$1.79

fiP BAN ROLL ON DE0D.

ftP Pearl Drops tooth-polish

GRACIOUS!
YES,
WE HAVE HEAVEN

with any PIZZA order
from

DOMINO'S Q
352-5221 D

93.3 FM

FRANK STONE

also decide to close the hall
during other hours for use by
residents and guests only" to
make a final decision
KELLY
SAID
present
policy in the dormitories
considers the dormitories
private areas from midnight
until 8am. Sundav through

Thursday, and from 1 30
am. until 8 am. on Friday
and Saturday lin the Pail
Director's Manual I
The dormitories at these
times are open to residents
and their guests only
Kelly said the minutes of a
Board of Trustees meeting
from
October
1970
determined that alcoholic
policy would be based on
Ohio State laws concerning

Senate rejects change
in equal opportunity law

THE PROPOSED addition
read, "special parties ...
may be scheduled by the
dormitory government in
any residence hall so long as
the dormitory government
takes the responsibility of
enforcing
existing

been active for over a year
in trying to establish a drug
problem assistance center in
the community.
"Bowling Green may be
several years behind the rest
of the country as lar as
drugs arc concerned, but
that doesn't mean that we
don t have a number of
junkies in this community."
Taliaferro said

was not enough student
opinion
information
concerning a proposal "that
dormitory government may

6-10 P.M.

Dominicks
amendment,
as recommended by I'tosi
dent
Nixon, would have
required the EE(X' to seek
court orders to enforce its
findings of job discrimination based on race. religion,
sex. or national origin
This has been a key issue
in the dispute over strength
ening
the
enforcement
powers of the BSEOC
The
I'ouse voted last
September in favor of the
court enforcement procedure rather than granting the
BEOC
ceasc-and-desist
powers
The issue must be resolved
by a Senate I'ouse conference committee before
final action by Congress
Dominick and other opponents of the coase-and-dt'sist
(lowers
argued
that
an
investigatory agency should
not sit in judgment on the
cases it investigates.

Hut

Sen

I'amson

A

Williams Jr . (D-N.J I. chid
sponsor of the bill, s.nd there
was nothing novel about
granting
administrative
agencies
ceaso-and desist

authority

liquor
control
and
formulated
by
residence
units in cooperation with
Student Affairs Council
According to Kelly, his
piesent
proposal
would
enable
dormitory
governments to declare the
dormitories
public
or
private at their discretion.
THIS IN turn would allow
eligible residents to have
open containers in areas
which were public but would
then be private
Also, those dormitories
without adequate facilities
such
as
cafeterias
for
dormitory functions, would
be able to dispense with the
.idilc.l expense of renting
facilities from other units.
Kelly said he polled the
dormitory governments for
their opinions on the issue of
determination
of
alcohol
policy and the majority of
those polled were in favor of
his proposal

Circle

Family Night
Rib-eye Dinner 99<

**>
:.££**
K. WOOSTER ST.

PONDEROSA

STEAK HOUSE

ACROSS FROM STADIUM

KD PLEDGES,
WE'VE HEARD OF EARLY BREAKFASTS. BUT WEDNESDAY MORNING
WAS RIDICULOUS!
Thanks - Your Sisters

.4 Th. BO Hows, Tuowloy. Jonuory 35, 1971

Junior year time to plan, evaluate

CRISIS
PHONE

Studying career opportunities urged
By Karel King
and Kurt Zimmerman

352-PLUS
KiiiiiiiiiiimiMii

mi
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As examples nl the contrasting programs ol study
ottered at the University and
the types of opportunities
available to students who
select these majors, we
otter
the following discussion
between
two
students
Bill:
I'l.
Joe!
r!0W"«
everything? Arc you ready
to start the big job search''

INKSTONE ANNOUNCEMENT
(undergraduates only)

Deadlines for submitting manuscripts are:
Poetry . .

Tuesday. February 1

Fiction

Tuesday, February 1

Art & photography

Tuesday, February 15

(Address manuscripts to INKSTONE, c/o English Dept. Include name, campus address, &

Joe: i in mil certain it I'm
looking lor a job-l may
decide to go to graduate

telephone number.)

Circle

school or law school instead
My major is philosophy so I
could go any direction right
now
Bill: I guess I could think
about graduate school, too.
With a major in accounting.
I could go into an MBA
program, but I'd rather
begin my career in an entrylevel position. Maybe the
company or organization I
work with will offer to pay
for my graduate study.
Joe: I might be interested
by that possibility, too But.
vou know, one of the reasons
I haven't really decided to
interview for a job is that

Family Night
Rib-eye Dinner 99<
SP*.
E. WOOSTKR ST.

PONDEROSA
STEAK HOUSE
ACROSS FROM STADIUM

YOU OUGHT A BE IN PICTURES

I'm having trouble determining
what
entry-level
positions to consider.
I've heard
that
most
organizations want to interview candidates for specific
positions General management and executive training
programs have really been
cut in the past couple of
years, and the future for
reinstating
them
doesn't
look very bright
Bill: That's why I'm glad I
selected a major with a
specific application to entrylevel positions Sure. I hope
to eventually become a
manager or a director of a
department or division, but
right now I know that I'm
prepared to begin in a specific job assignment depending
on what the organization is
seeking.
I could begin as a junior
accountant, a cost accountant an audit accountant, a
budget accountant or a tax
accountant I might also consider jobs as a financial
analyst, a statistician or an
actuary
Joe: I guess that's really
my problem I think I can do
anything I want to. and I
particularlythink 1 could be a
good manager or director
Hut I have to determine
where to start over, so I can
grow and develop with the

organization.
I guess if I really think
about it carefully. I do have
some specific skills built into
my major. I have been
trained to think and write
critically and analytically. I
also took a number of math
and science courses, as well
as my
requirements in
humanities
and
social
sciences
Perhaps I could consider
opportunities
in
financial
analysis, actuarial or statistical analysis.
I'm sure I could also be a
good sales representative
That part of my personality
is what attracts me to the
study of law
Maybe I need to sit down
and talk with someone who
can help me fit all the pieces
together into a realistic plan
of attack.
Bill: That sounds like a
good idea
Joe: You know, unless I
know for certain that 1 want
to go to law school. I'm
really not sure what the
advantages
of
graduate
school vs. employment may
beat this time.
Becoming a faculty member doesn't really interest
me. but I guess that's where
most research takes place
And I've heard the market is
really flooded with PhD

sion making
Joe: Maybe I could do
something relating to that
With the courses I've taken
in math, computer science,
logic, math logic and philosophy of science. I really
think I'm prepared in quantitative and analytical skills
You know. I wish I'd
started thinking and planning for this a year ago
Bill: You re right. I really
should have begun my planning
ar.d
evaluation
of

The Office of Career
Planning and
Placement
Services
will
be
open
Monday
through
Friday
from 8 am to 5 p.m. The
office will remain open until
9 p.m. on Tuesday. Feb. 8.

Underwriting.

FEBRUARY 10

FEBRUARY 8

Ford Motor - Prod Control,
Purchasing. Transportation.
Gen & Cost Acctg . Prod
Sprvn
Lybrand
Ross
Bros
&
Montgomery ■ CPA's
American Oil Co, • No report
yet

Urbana City Schls.. O. - El.
Ed.. Jr Pi
Eng.. Math.
Scl
EMR. Sr Pi: Eng .
Soc. St.Biol -Pealth
Washington Lcl Schls . O. All areas
East Allen Co Schls., Ind. Evening only - El Ed.. Ind
Arts,
Math.
Foreign
Language

■■■

WINTROP TERRACE

candidates who are having
difficulties finding faculty
positions.
BUI: It sounds as though
you might have some of the
quantitative and analytical
skills that an accountant
needs, but you should talk
with someone to see if there
may be some specific companies or orgnaizations coming to campus with whom
you should consider interviewing
Joe:
What
specifically
does an accountant do'
BUI: Pe compiles and
analyzes business records
and financial information for
organizations
In
many
instances, he uses a computer,
and
by
applying
quantitative and analytical
skills, condenses to summary form the data necessary for management deci-

employers during my junior
year.
The above conversation is
an attempt to depict what
happens with the majority of
students at the University. It
is also an attempt to show
distinctions of preparation
and training within majors.
Both the Counseling Center and the Career Planning
and
Placement
Service
employ personnel to help
students plan a career The
offices are located next to
each other in the Student
Services Bldg
Also available for student
use
is
a
Career
and
Employer Library
A careful analysis of what
your major is and doe?
should be the concern and
interest of each student
Materials to assist in this
analysis are available in the
Counseling Center,
tin
Career Planning and Place
ment Service and in many
departmental offices
Questions about this or
former
articles,
the
services, etc are welcome
by the Counseling Center and
Career
Planning
and
Placement
Service,
3rd
floor. Student Services Bldg
Phones: Counseling Center.
372-2081, Career Planning
and Placement, 372-2

North & South
Furnished &

SENIOR PICTURES!

Unfurn. Apts
lor2full baths
Air Conditioned

Call The KEY OFFICE 372-2656
Sittings Start Feb. 7

2 Pools
Large l.audromat and
Rec Room

Office at
Winthrop South

BUSINESS

Eng..
Mgmt TIMS.
WT Grant Store Mgmt
Central Cos - Field Mgmt .
Underwriting.
Claim
Adjusting. Administration
Vick Chemical - Juniors for
Summer Sales Intern
Xerox Corp - Sales

tin NuiXlltIM! I(<l

Ph. 352-9135

Call Today

ATTENTION
STUDENTS

FEBRUARY 7

FEBRUARY 9

Detroit Bank & Trust Mgmt Trng Prog . Invest.

Employers Comm. Union
Ins - No report yet
Lincoln
National
Life Regional Group It Pension
Sales Mgr . ProgrammerSys.
Analyst,
Admin .
Investment Analyst.
The Pecht Co. - Mgmt
Trainees

Mil \ s Comm Lending.
MBA's
F & R Lazarus Dept Mgr
ol Buying Trne . Dept Mgr
Trne
FEBRUARYH

Shillito's- No report yet
Commercial Motor Freight •
Mgmt Trainees

FEBRUARY 11

FEBRUARY 9

Shillito's - No report yet
Owens-Illinois-MBA's
State Farm - Underwriting.
Claim
Rep..
Acctg.,
Programming

Ford Motor - Prod. Control.

report yet
Libbey
Owens
Ford
Marketing. Corp Audit

Purchasing, Transportation.
Gen & Cost Acctg.. Prod
Sprvn.
Sears & Roebuck - Rtl
Mgmt. Trng., Cr. Mgmt
Trng . Acctg.
Arthur Andersen & Co. - No

CNA

report yet.

K & It Laianu Dept Mgr
ol Buying True . Dept Mgr
Trne

Prtce-WaterhouM

No

Insurance

East Allen Co. Schls . Ind El Ed. Ind Arts. Math.
Foreign Language
Medina City Schls.. - No
report yet

SCHOOLS
FEBRUARY 10

FEBRUARY 7
Allen Co
areas

Schls.

0. - All

Warren City Schls . O. - All
areas

Wood County Schls.. O. - No
report yet
Fairborn City Schls., O. - No
report yet

~«®*~ CLaSSIFIED -8MMc1 AMITSCAI.ENDAH
Iuesdav Jan 25 197?
Stink Market Club 7 JOpnt V.JVIW Hootu t'nion Kev
pictures Mill be taken Mt Jim Worline. Commodilies
brokci Irom Merrill Lynch will be speaker
Ctrl'* LarnMM ream
Organuational meeting
learning abovil Laci
'

lew women s Bldii 8 oopm
open to anvone inleresled in

Student Worshiping Service 6pm Proul Chapel
I'mvcrsilv Karate Club 74pm Dogwood Suite
New members welcome New classes starting

STADIUM VIEW across from Bowling
Green Stadium is now taking applications
from mature students for winter quarter.
You and two or three of your friends can
live in a beautifully furnished 2 or 3 bedroom suite for as little as $85.00 per person.
See this great value today!

Union

Colonel Danielle director ol ihe Black Man s Development
Center will talk about drugs in Ihe Black Community and
drug rehabilitation Sam Ham Student Development
ounge^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
LOST

VI6W apartment*

Notebook
and text I E
parking lot URGENT 352f 326 John

PERSONALS
SENIOR CPALLENGE'

HIDES
Need ride lo Koch N V Jan
28 Please help' 2 1129
Commuter needs ride Irom
Hlulllon evervdav call 3585479 aller 5pm

Hide needed to Pills Thurs
or Fri I a or I 29 Mary 2
4*03 will pay

Wanted - letnale vocalist
interested in Motown and
rock Brad 352-6678
FULL AND PART TIME
PELP NEEDED IMMED
LATELY Call Bob al 352
7M9 between 8-2 and 5 10

Campbell Hill Road and Route 6. Bowling Green
WANTED

BATES & SPRINGER, Inc.
MANAGERS:

352-5088

Applied vcl" The Air Force
ROTV 2-vear program can
solve monev. drall and job
problems I'all 372-2176
Natural Color Portrait Kor
appointment call 353-58115
Pager Studios

LAI

SCHOOL-WILL

I

LIKE IT" CAN I MAKE IT"
A new book by a recent law
graduate (or prospective law
students Send 82 95 Kruss
Press.
Box
3709A
Milwaukee Wis 53217

Luce 372-4779

General admission tickets
now on sale lor Anna Mollo s
Jan 30 appearance Students
«2 00 adull 12 50 Reserved
seats sun available
405
Student Services Bldg

Baby siller wanted I
afternoon a week l-4pmown
transportation Call 353-0181
Wanted lo buy desperately
old fashioned coat stand

Watch

adjustment

waich

repairing, walch cleaning
fast guaranteed service al
TPE WORKING PAND
CRAFT CENTER 515
Conneaut
Look ■ special 8lbs dry
cleaning onlv 12 50
STADIUM
PLAZA
LAUDROMAT i2 dr« Irom
Lumsi

Transcendental Meditation
Introductory Lecture.
Wednesday. January 26
■pen. rm 112 Lile Science
Bldg

PEI.P WANTED

)Um

BOOKS TO TURN ON WITI'
ai ihe WORKING I'AMI
CHUT CBNTBR
515
Conneaul
lawk lor Ihe
bright red sign

Neat, clean STADIUM
PLAZA
LAUNDROMAT
with attendenl on duly al all
times Open nil 10 30pm t2
drslromLumsi
J Geils Band Sundav Jan
30. tpm I Ol Toledo Field
Pouse Tickets 82 50 at the
door
Anna Mollo lor 82 08 You
will NEVER gel a chance
like this again See the best
and
broaden
your
background too Jan 30 8pm
Main Auditorium Call 2-1*61
BEYOND TPE ORDINARY

For your wedding bands or
class rings see us first
Perlecl gills lor any
occasion VATAN s 109 N
Main
AIRLINE TICKETS
Domestic ami lnt'1 - Polidav
Travel 352-6517 140 N Main
Congrats Mary and Bob on
your engagement Sieve and
Tern
l.mdv and Rick, whal a
knock out'
i Concussions
much" i Congrats on that
lavalier1 The Phis

SENIORS'"'!!'
Ge4 your senior picture
taken Icr Ihe KEY call 372
2*56 today

Are all Ihe Phi Mu s back
Irom Windsor vet" Mollv Mu
From
Ihe
Calls
of
Monleruma to ihe Shores ol
Alpha Phi' Congratulations
onvour pinning Dcmce The
Phis
Dannv
cungrals on your
engagement' And Mr Pyle
I love you. loo' Lvnn
Nancy - It s really (real lo
have a luture
president
lor a big. and lo be Irom a
pedigree lamtlv' In KD love
l.i I Jan

Sig Eps
Pa. Pa. Pa' You
and me
We round the
composite with SAE s iwho
were walching TV i the Phis

SENIOR CPALLENGE"
FOR SALE OR RENT
Goya 12-slnng mellow. 21910 or IJ46-6762 collect
Sony

TCI 10-A

cassette

recorder 4 months old- built
in microphone mini
condition conuvct Rao 354
7911
Ampeg bass amp 4-15' spk
Call 372J220
Used washer 1 Dryer,
retrig I hideabed sola ph
352-5070
IttS Pom Lemans - exr
cond lullv equip Tom 35291*4

Needed 1 F roommate spr
and or sum qtr Call 352-6201
aller 7pm
1 or 2 rmmaies needed CPEAP spr -sum qlr 352
6418
I male needed lo share
house 855 4 utilities 258 I.
Summit 354 2*23 For spr

oil Call between b 7pm
I F rnimt needed spr qlr
cute apt Cheap Close to
campus call .153 7831 alter
4pm
NEED K rmle spr qtr 6
mm walk lo campus Call
352-0*60
K roommate needed Spring
Call 3520598
Female roommate Summer
155 mo3S2-*17S

1 or 2 F lo sublet apt
now Spring 4 Summer
Carol 352 9372
Male roommate needed
•70 mo Thursun Manor 352
7358 or contact manager
1 lem lo share house with 5
others near campus. $35 mo
Ph 353-8065
M or F to share apartment.
own
room
Dennis
Ellenburg 839 4th Si 3rd
floor. N W apt
NEEDED One F roommate
immediatelv Call S53954I
alter 5
2 girls lo share apartment
Spring and or Summer
Reasonable rales Contact
M J 352-9372
Free renl • Falcon Sq Apis
l-2bdrm Call Sieve Messina
352 5334 aller 5
Student 4 Faculty 2 br - I
bath 2 br - 1'ibath 2 br 2
bath. 8160 4 up call
Pendlcton Really 353 3641
M r-male 5 room
175 mo 344 33*2

apt

NEEDED
one male
roommate Spring 4 Summer
or March first 861 mo 152
5*7*

Th. M H,w., Tu.Kiay. Jtawy IS, 1t72/Paf« 5

Review

Ramblers revive 'folk' sound
By R. Serge Deateoff

A
surprisingly
large,
curious audience turned out
last Friday night (or a rare
performance by the New
Lost City Ramblers in the
Men's Gym
The Ramblers are. in
more than one way. a ghost
(rom another era. Most

obviously, they play a type of
music, early "hillbilly'' or
"old timey." which is all but
dead in today's electronic
"global village."
In another sense they are a
personification of the old
folk music revival of the
1960 s. in which they played
such a major part

Suspect sought
in Hughes case
H.w»yfc.l. Wy l,~ M OW.

Bluegrass

The New Lost City Ramblers performed in concert this weekend
in the Men's Gym.

The group specialties in "folk'' musk.

Following the performance, listeners were invited to join in a
square dance.

ZURICH.
Switierland
(API - Police said yesterday
they
have
contacted
authorities in the United
States and Spain in a search
for clues to a petite brunette
named 1'elga who cashed

Welfare ruling affirmed
WASHINGTON lAPi-The

administration
nominees,
the court is not about to
change Us mind It held in
1969 that states may not
deprive new migrants of
welfare.
The state officials claimed
a strain on social and other
public services was reason
enough to require residents
to wail I year Connecticut
said il might have to cut welfare across the board if its

Supreme Court yesterday
affirmed low-court rulings
that laws requiring .1 MM
year waiting period lor welfare assistance in New York
and Connecticut are unconstitutional
Acting without a hearing
the justices affirmed the
judgments of two federal
district court* tii.it the residence rule violates the
constitutional rights of poor

people
New York and Connecticut
officials
had
appealed

rule was approved
BIT THE COURT turned

tional Issues
Justice William (I Douglas dissented IV said the

the two States down

disputed rules imposed by

with

rulings thai said only that
the lower coun judgments

claiming the states faced ti>
cal crisis Thej failed to win
.1 vote
This indicates thai despite
the addition HI four Nixon

sale of underground newspapers on slale university
campuses
Justice White, in a 6-1
decision, said that since the
ban did nol involve most of
the colleges in Texas, the
case should not have been
considered by a special
three-judge federal panel.
Such special courts customarily rule on constitu-

are affirmed

the regents

touch upon the

freedom of expression in
colleges and universities in
all four corners of Ihe
state"
The special court had
struck down the regulations
as unreasonably restricting
the rights of students and
student
organizations
to
engage in free speech and
free association
Monday's action does not
settle matters The test case
may now be processed by the
11 S. Circuit Court in New
Orleans and then returned to
the Supreme Court

IIS

On another front, the court

That was
some
PROM!

SUNOCO
SNAP-ON
WHEEL ALIGNMENT
ROAD SERVICE
ALL TYPES OF
REPAIR WORK

CLEAIRICI
FURTHER REDUCTIONS

AII

H-% off

entire slock

sets

Vi price

• HATS — GLOVES ***** it-tt off

352-9012
Molly Mu

1530E. W00STER

Vi price

SWEATERS
SCARVES

But Wait'//
my
"Flamin Hearts
Party"

24 HR SERVICE

Thus the woman became a
central figure in the affair of
the autobiography put
together by author Clifford
Irving and sold to McCrawI'tll and Life magazine
Irving claims he compiled
the book from interviews
with I'ughes.
Hughes'
people deny the book is the
billionaire's autobiography
In New York yesterday, an
affidavit purportedly sworn
to by Hughes was submitted
in court denying the
authenticity of Irving's book
and that of another author.

■■■■•■■■■■•■■■■■■■••■•a

skirled a lest ol the powei ol
Texas officials to bar the

STADIUM VIEW

$650,000 worth of checks the
McC.raw Till Book Co paid
for
a
purported
autobiography of I'oward R
Hughes
An official of the Swiss
Credit Bank, which received
and cashed the checks made
out to "I! R Hughes."
called it a case of refined
fraud

• GLOVES

'"ther & suede

22 pr. (reg $6-$10)now
cotton gloves ilk colors
(reg. $2-S3) now

V2 PRICE COLOR PRINTS?

•SLIPPERS
• BRA SLIPS

SAVE ON SLIDES -- MOVIES — B & W PRINTS. TOO
rou up fo $0% ovf uMjal drug store prices.
,-h quality color print* bach to potif door in iu*t a le« days Try
service uied en many midwest and southf- campuses
SO [AS* SO CONVENIENT
yt\\
M and the coupon
below Fill in name and add'esv wnte nj^e en toll of cartridge, enclose
coupon jnd rem.ttance Or. use the coupon to get Mm mailers and discount coupons order Mm and Hashes at low prices
a better deal than
' tree Mm Savings and processing quality guaranteed

25-40% off

$2.99
rn QQ
.WKWP

<™S

$1.99-$2.99
now '/'P"ce

many unadvertised items

The Powder Puff

525 RIDGE

YOUR ORDER MUST INCLUDE THIS COUPON -

N
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.

■

■

•

■

■

.

■
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n
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Now you're on your way up.
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"Folk music" no longer
sells as it once did and the
New Lost City Ramblers are
lucky if they get to do 10 gigs
a year these days
To those of us who
followed and idolized them
when they were at their
prime this fact was painfully
evident in the relative disorganization of Friday
night's performance.
On the other hand, those
who had never witnessed
their performances before
seemed pleased with the
exception of a few students
who quickly left in a fanfare
of disgust
THE SHOW WAS preceded
bv a few numbers bv an

U.A.O.
Campus
Billiard
Tournament
WOMEN
2-1-72
MEN
1-31-72

7:00 P.M.
Register in
U.A.O. Office
$1 oo
Registration Fee

k*^K

IK ear*

The Ramblers are great as
a group, but unfortunately,
gymnasium acoustics distorted much of their group
singing and playing to
unintelligibility
Those
fortunate enough to attend
the after-party probably got
In hear Ihe best music
The square dance which
followed was a fiasco in
terms of actual execution of
the dancing, but a success as
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16 oi size - Pepsi, Dr. Pepper. 7 Up .20

THURSDAY IS BGSU NITE
ALL AREA STUDENTS
I.D.'s REQUIRED

1

$100

SUNDAY - OPENING TU.3PJM. - ADULTS SI.00 I

MJHIHWISI OHIO S NfWESI AND M0S1 C0MF0R1ABII
CONCEPT 01 LUXURY f NIfRIAINMINI'
ENDS
TUt

SUNDAY. BLOODY SUNDAY" 7 is,930

The Bowling Gieen Public says it must stay
so we ate
moving H to the Cinemas loi 2nd gieat week Stalling Wed
at 7 20. 9 30
Detective Harry Callahan.

You don't assign
him to murder
cases.
You just turn
him loose.

with

The
Subaru

Clint Eastwood
ll&
DirlyHarry ^^
o®

PANAVISION- • TECHNICOLOR" • Waino. B:o« . A Kinney Company

ffl

FINAL
WEEK

All Fraternity
and
Sorority
Jewelry
in stock
OTHER ITEMS AT
CLEARANCE PRICES
THROUGHOUT THE STORE
Men.-Ttw.-Wed.-Sof. • 9:30-6:00
Thur. - 9:30-7:00; Fri. - 9:30-8:00

you virtually eliminate
this problem.
FRONT ENGINE
FRONT WHEEL DRIVE

university.
Some people think getting to the
Or you might go to one of
top means scaling skyscrapers.
Hoover's 200 Field Offices And
At I loover, the top is on the
learn how we move over 80 differfourth floor. Of a neat brick buildent home products.
ing On tree-lined streets. In a
Whatever you do, you'll grow
quiet town. Where the air is fresh.
fast. You'll have to. Just to keep
And the horizon is sky.
up. Hoover's a fast growing comThat's where you'd start.
pany.
But not necessarily where
First half sales in 71 were
you'd stay.
up 14%.
Hoover has 13 plants in 8 counThe year before
tries on 5 continents.
.. -. . ,. '
wasn't a bad year, either.
Two-thirds of the
21,000 Hoover people V"^>^*M1->iS*^,n '97°' Hoover s total
work outside U.S.A.
rflfrAirU '1Uf>J"* ^net sales were over J346
>Vmillion.
You don't have to go. V"™'
y" iT' V";r'
'
So. if you want to go
You might stay at
/.I _
li
Hoover's home office. Go1 vjj*!i '» y V ]^ y, I up, go down to your place■ |ment office.
into marketing, finance, j J! f V"Yl
Sign up for an intermanufacturing, engineer- I) J 'J!
llview. We'll be on campus
ing.Take graduate courses
-. ,., J I-chruary 3rd.
at the local colleges and
(To about the 68«h floor.)

Ph. JS3Ml

THE CALLER, imported
from Findlay. showed great
patience with a group of people who obviously had no
experience with this kind of'
event
All in all. the vibrations
were good and people got to
hear some sounds that they
had never heard before The
Hamblers' greatest virture
has been their inspiring
others to take up home-made
music
The ultimate success of
this concert will have to be
judged by whether or not
this happens at Bowling
Green

TIRED OF
'SLIPPIN" &
"SLIDDIN"?

Reason? Simple ...

lEfr-ELRYjTOItr

far as the enjoyment of the
participants were concerned

ARE YOU

1* <K*

MAIL TO: SPED PICS-Boi 29V Cincinnati. Ohio 4M14 - 0<pl |S

18 N.
MAIN

obviously amateur but
enthusiastic local bluegrass
group, Thirty-five Strings
and a Tub.
Of the two halves of the
show, the second was by far
the best due to both audience
warming up and a larger
percentage of solos

(The Wonder Car)

■

1
■
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WHILE DYLAN WAS
pushing protest and Van
Ronk was playing the blues.
the Ramblers created a
large following among urban
intellectuals for archaic
rural music, some of which
still survives in the large
"hippie"'
turnouts
for
summer bluegrass music
festivals.
The idealizations of the
rural "folk" had its origins
in the Left's use of
"folksingers" during the
thirties and forties and
continues in the "stale of
nature" quest of today's
rural communes

We've had a very successful year with this unheard
of Subaru of a year ago.
It has performed over
heyond our expectations.
We encourage you to stop
in and look at the list of
Subaru owners that is
posted in our showroom.
Call one or more and get
their opinion of our little
giant. How does that
"grab" you for confidence
in a product?
The recent Excise Tax
Repeal has made it possible for us to deliver a
brand new Subaru 2 dr.,
FUU.Y EQUIPPED for
as little as . . .

All B0 IS TALKING ABOUT IT —

HELD OVER 2nd SMASH WEEK!
Eve-730. 9 30 Sat -Sun 2. 3 45, 5 30. 7 30. 9 30

"IF GOD HAD WANTED US TO
GO NAKED HE WOULDN'T HAVE <
GIVEN US CLOTHES!"
"THE SCENE ON THE
DIVING BOARD WAS RIOICNLOIS!"

FIND OUT YOURSELF
WHY EVERYONE'S TALKING ABOUTA IIIIIIHIM MM) (II IOVI MllHV

$1965.13
with only local tax and

registration fees not

Q

MO ONE UNDER 18 ADMITTED

included.

TEST DRIVE ONE
TODAY!

YOU'LL BE DARNED
GLAD YOU DID.

University

Pontiac
N. Dixie Hwy., B.C.
Ph. ISl-SISI

MIDNITE SPECIAL SHOW
SATURDAY, JAN. 29 at Midnite
AU SCATS $2.00
Make youi plans now - Enjoy the late show
in Living Room locking chair'comfort!
You will we

"NIGHT OF THE DEAD"
Mora terrifying than Hitchcock's 'PSYCHO'

i 4/TIM M New*. Tmiany, January 25, 1972

Marshall 'thunders' to easy victory
By JACK CARLE
Sports Editor

Into the "land of hoops and
nets" here at Bowling Green
last weekend, came the
number 16 team in the
nation-Marshall.
The Herd came and went
away with a big win, 103-80
and proved to a lot of people
that they were deserving of
the high nation ranking.
All American Russell Lee
was the main source of
concern for the Falcons as
he hit for 25 points and
collected 13 rebounds both
high for the Herd
But the surprise of the

game was 6'3" guard Tyrone
Collins who hit for 24 points
including six straight
baskets in the first half as
Marshall was building up
their lead.
"Collins was more poison
than we had expected."
commented a dejected Pat
Kaley after the game.
But, the main problem
Kaley felt that BG had in the
game was that his team
didn't play defense.
"It was our worst
defensive effort of the
season. We didn't go out and
stick
'em,"
Haley
commented.

Marshall was able to get
off 109 shots at the basket as
they got many second, third
and even fourth shots at the
hoop as BG was not able to
control the battle of the
boards.
Besides, losing the
rebounding battle (75-66) BG
was guilty of turning the ball
over 18 times the first half
but were still able to stay
close. 49-42. at half time
THE FALCONS made 20
of 26 foul shots, the first half
and that was why the score
was still close at halftime.
However, after just six

minutes were gone in the
second half, the Herd had
build up a 20 point lead and
the game was out of reach
for the Falcons.
The Falcons had one of
their better shooting nights
of the season hitting 47 and a
half per cent of their shots.
Brian Scanlan was the
high man for BG with 27
points as he made 10 of 15
shots from the field and
seven of nine from the foul
line. Scanlan was also the
leading rebounder with
seven.

offensively."
Haley.

commented

ANOTHER BRIGHT spot
for the Falcons, was Tom
Babik who scored 12 points
in his first start of the
season. Babik was two of
three from the field and
eight of nine from the free
throw line.
But. Babik and the other
Falcon guards. Jeff Lessig
and Tony Bell had their
problems with the Herd's
press
"We had worked against
the press all week It's a

much better press than
Miami, a quicker press.
They have five quick guys
that make their press
work," said Haley.
Marshall coach Carl Tacy
called off the press early in
the second half as several of
his guards got into foul
trouble but the damage had
already been done
So Haley must again
regroup his forces after
their seventh straight loss
before they go out onto the
floor tomorrow night to
entertain the Kent State
Golden Flashes.

"Scanlan played real well

words eye view

Skaters rebound to split series
ByFREDORTLIP
Assistant Sports Editor
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Newtehet* by Steve Hemen
High-flying Russell lee out-dualt Brian
Scanlan for a rebound in last weekends
game against Marshall. BG dropped
their seventh game in a row to the
Hard.

ST. LOUIS-After you get
humiliated by a score of 11-6
in the other guys' rink, it's
sometimes hard to show up
for the second scheduled
match
And while Bowling
Green's skating Falcons
fitted perfectly into the first
category here last weekend,
they hardly were candidates
for the second
The Falcons, dealt one of
their worst defeats ever
Friday, put things together
Sunday evening for a come(rom-behind. 5-4 win.
THE VICTORY gave BG a
4-2 record in Central
Collegiate
Hockey

Association play and a 13-7
overall slate. St. Louis is
currently 3-3 in league play
and 8-11-1 overall.
On
Friday.
Mike
"Bronco" Bartley chalked
up a three-goal hat trick in
the initial 21 minutes of the
contest to help the Falcons
to a 4-2 lead
After that it was total
oblivion for BG. playing in
its eighth road game in the
last nine outings.
The
Billikens, operating in only
their second season of
hockey, smacked home nine
straight goals, six in the
second period.
TERRY MISKOLCZI
replaced Don Boyd in the
third period after Boyd had
let through all the second

Grapplers drop third to league foe
By DAN CASSEDAY
Sports Writer
The Falcon wrestlers can
tell you that the path to
success in the Mid-American
Conference is rough and
narrow.
They might say it.
anyway, after they got
tripped up in their own lair
for the third straight lime by
a league for Saturday This
time it was Toledo which
made Bowling (ireen
stumble. 25-13
The Rockets, by beating or
drawing with the Falcons in
crucial matchups, upset B(i
coach Bruce Bellard s
strategy for victory, and
didn't need a (!rcg
Wojciechowski pin in the
heavyweight match to put
the contest away.
Mark Contos. BG's 118.
said it was a matter of
breaks that determined the
winner
"It seemed like
they got more since they
won," he said.
However, as assistant
coach Jim Hoppel told
Contos. "You make your
own breaks."
Bellard said before the
meet that BG needed to win
two of the first four matches
to win But after Contos

opened the meet winning by
a pin. the Falcons never
regained the lead
TU took the next three
matches before Dennis
O'Neil decisioned the
Rocket's Bill Beier at 150. 63. That tied the running
score at nine-all. but that
was BG's last moment of
glory
IN THE FOLLOWING
match at 158, BG's Steve
Taylor lost to Bruce Wilson,
son of TU coach Dick
Wilson. 4-2 on a reversal in
the last seconds From that
point on. the tide seemed to
be turned in favor of the
Rockets
Contos said later that
Wilson's last-second triumph
MAC STANDINGS
Toledo Universitj
Ohio University
Miami University
Kent State
Western Mulligan
BOWLING GREEN

4-1
3-1
3-2
1-2
1-3
0-3

CCHA STANDINGS
BOWLING GREEN
St Louis
Ohio State
Ohio University

4-2
3-3
3-3
0-2

was a psychological
advantage for Toledo.
"I relaxed out there for a
second," Taylor explained,
"and when you're wrestling
you can't make mistakes
like that."
Bellard appreciated,
though, the efforts of Mike
Melting 11671 and Dave
Nieset (1771. Melting lost 32 and Nieset tied 10-10.
"Metting did a good job."
Bellard said.
II seemed
like he threw the guy down
10 times but he slopped
around too much."
"And Nieset deserved
more than a draw." he
added
Metting. visibly and
vocally upset after his loss,
said. "I'm mad at myself. I
wish I'd known about the
riding time i which he lost
by i during the match."
ONE PERSON who wasn't
outwardly upset because he
lost was heavyweight Jerry
"Turtle" Norbo.
Norbo followed undefeated
190-pounder Dave Wolfe's 1-1
draw with a third period pin
at the hands of TU's Greg
Wojciechowski. However it
was a moral victory for
Jerry to last that long
against
the
NCAA
heavyweight champion.

"I wasn't even nervous
before the match." Norbo
said, "because I knew he
was gonna kill me. But when
he stepped on my foot for a
takedown at the end, that
upset me."
"I knew 1 had you then."
the 265-pound Wojo said
laughing
The two combatants
couldn't develop an
argument over that point,
however. The BG-TU match
was over before Wojo
stepped on the mat.

Wo/o

Greg Wojoe<howski Toledo s NCAA heavyweight champion
puts the final move en BO HVY Je.-y Norbo in last weekends
match. Wojo pinned Norbo in the third period.

"YOU CAN tell what
they've practiced on." said
Vivian. "They showed us we
haven't been working very
hard in practice on
somethings." Vivian was
referring to his team's
checking and overall
defense.
"Our furwards weren't
coming back strong to
protect the defense." he
said "It was a parade "
But Vivian and his players
discussed their poor
performance and mapped
out plans for Sunday's
rematch.
"Their coach
Kill
Selman I ran them through a
full practice Saturday,
skated, hollered and hooted
while we just warmed up

with some passing." said
Vivian.
THEN BG went out to beat
a very good St. Louis crew
after falling behind. 3-0. in
the first period.
Bobby Watson picked up
his second goal of the game
on a rebound at 12:29 of the
third period to seal BG's
claim on first place in the
CCHA
BO rallied with goals from
Ron Wise and Pete Badour
in the second period to tie
things up. 3-3, after Watson
got Bowling Green's first
mark in the first period
THEN THE Billikens
retorted with a goal against
Miskolczi the first time they
touched the puck as the third
period commenced
But
Roger Archer knotted the
score at 2 52 to set the stage
lor Watson's heroics
"This team has a good
understanding of the game."
said Vivian. "They knew
what they did wrong Friday,
we talked it over and it was
just a matter of repeating
what we talked about "
Now that the Falcons
reached their goal of a least
a split at St Louis, they
return home for only their
second and third outings
since Dec. 4 against Lake
Forest (III.) a team that
gave up 12 goals to Ohio
University last weekend

By JACK CARLE
Sports Editor
The Marshall Thundering Herd accomplished what they
came to do at Bowling Green over the weekend.
The Herd came first of all to win the game. But. after they
opened up a 20-point-plus lead in the second half, the outcome
of the contest was never in doubt.
Marshall's coach Carl Tacy apparently decided to take
advantage of the situation. He used the opportunity to have
his team score over 100 points. Russell Lee and his other
starters to score their average and generally run up the
winning margin to improve his team's national ranking.
This is all well and good. However, it would seem more
realistic to let the reserves hit the 100-point mark and finish
out the game.
Tacy didn't start taking out his starters until less than two
minutes were left in the game The score was 99-75 in the
Herd's favor Lee didn't come out until there was 1:46 left to
play.
However, as someone commented. Tacy could have
removed his whole team with about five minutes left to play
in the game and the Falcons would not have caught up to
them until the middle of this week.
BG COACH PAT Haley was openly disturbed by Tacy's
leaving in his starters late in the game. The only comment he
would make is "there will be other days and other teams."
One Huntington, W.Va. newspaper man said maybe the
reason for Marshall running up the score was because they
were still mad at the Mid-American Conference for throwing
them out in 1969 Hence by humiliating a member of the
conference any chance they get, they might get some sort of
satisfaction or revenge
Earlier in the quarter, this writer stated he favored
Marshall's readmission to the conference. However, if this is
the way they do things in West Virginia, the Herd can stay
there.
All I'm waiting for is the "other days" to come so I can
have a chance to see the score of the game and then laugh.

Frosh regain winning ways
By KENNY WHITE
Sports Writer
After the smoke had
cleared the battlefield and
the calmness had returned to
the excited fans, all that
remained, when the invasion
was over were the corpses of
the Ohio State freshmen
team
The Bowling Green yearlings had just shell-shocked
the young Buckeyes with a
111-74 pounding Exhibiting
gear-like execution, the
"Merry Men" of Coach
Ivory Suesberry redeemed
themselves for the lackadasical showing against
Toledo last Wednesday.
"We did not stand around,
we pressured their offense
and played good team
defense." Coach Suesberry
said. The fiery first-year
mentor was elated over his
team's 37-point win because
he drew first blood against
his former boss Bob Waterman
Suesberry got personal
satisfaction from the win
because a big Dayton delegation witnessed the coaching abilities of the two men
who led Dayton Dunbar to
the state class AAA finals
last year.
Jeff Montgomery was like
a flame thrower as he
burned the nets for a gamehigh 26 points. "Monk" had a
terrible game against Toledo
but was fantastic on the
court as he came out shooting and hit 15 points in the
first half of action.

Her. .alien by »!■«■ He.—.

period marks.
But even
Miskolczi could only hold a
surging St Lou team to
three goals.
"It wasn't the goal lenders
fault," said coach Jack
Vivian "They were getting
the opportunities in the slot.
They got about nine goals in
there and that doesn't
happen very often. They
only had two shots there
Sunday."
St. Louis superstar John
Nestic had a hat trick and
two assists and the highlytouted Billiken forward lines
lived up to their advanced
billing

Starters stay
not necessary

SUP HOWARD had his
biggest scoring night of the
year as he ripped the cords
for 19 well-deserved points.
The big pivot man was like a
giant on defense as he hauled
down 18 rebounds and
blocked six shots

Cornelius The Magician"
Cash again brought his
traveling magical act to the
boundaries of "Haley s
Palace of Excitement". The
big forward hypnotized the
Buckeyes with his vanishing
ball tricks and pocketed 15
points before fouling out
with 4:25 left in the game

this year." added Suesberry.
Suesberry alluded that the
bench play attributed to his
first 100-point win as a
college coach.
OVER IN THE dazed
Buckeye locker room a pensive figure stood by shaking
his head. "A whale of

game we played." quipped
Waterman The Buckeye
mentor was still in a state of
shock over the complete
downfall of his team
"We were sleepwalking at
both ends of the court and we
couldn't move the ball."
Waterman said Forward
Dan Weston was the Bucks

Dick Selgo ran the offense
with perfection all night and
started the blinding fast
break. "Zeke" went on a
first half scoring binge and
also ended up with 15 points.
Playing with a badly cut
hand that took three stitches
to close the night before.
Ron Weber played his usual
strong game at his forward
spot. "The injury cut down
on my mobility and started
hurting the second half."
Weber said.
Weber played three quarters of hard nose basketball
before leaving the line-up
He finished the night with 12
points and pulled down three
rebounds in the winning
cause "l'is determination
made him a winner tonight."
added Suesberry
Late in the third quarter of
action. Cash got into foul
trouble and had to take
refuge on the bench Coach
Sueberry then went to his
"large line-up" with Weber
at guard and Dave Turner at
forward.
Turner responded to the
call to duty in grand fashion
by putting on a stellar
performance. "Jumping
Dave" was quick as a cat
and promptly stole two balls
and strided like a frightened
gazelle in making a beautiful
driving lay-up.
Turner finished his night's
work scoring six points and
getting three rebounds
"That's the best performance that Dave has turned in

top scorer as he canned 22
points with his solid outside
shooting
Barry Bonnell. Jeff Smith
and Steve Wenner each
collected 11 points while Bill
Andreas added 7 markers in
the losing cause. "They
<BG> have great personnel
and should go a long way." a
subdued coach Waterman
said.
Coach Suesberry. who was
dappered down in a new gray
double-knit suit was still
buzzing about the complete
team effort. "For the first
itme we worked the ball into
Howard for the easy
bucket." Suesberry said
Howard finished the
second half with eight points
before leaving the game with
4:05 to play to a resounding
ovation. The young Bucks
could not cope with the agile
Howard, who work his way
open with precision of a
skilled surgeon for the shots.
In the joyous locker room
a wide smile broke across
the face of Selgo "We ran
the patterns well and the fast
break was back." added
"Zeke". Over in the corner
was Howard who was magnificent in the pivot all night.
In his high southern drawl he
emphasized. "We put it all
together, and I got myself
settled down on defense.''
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Cornelius Cosh, 6't" forward from
Dayton Dunbar extends to hit fullest
haight in getting off a jump shot in the
wMhman'. 111-74 win eve* Ohio
State.

Now the freshmen (4-21
must face two tough conference foes this week. So
that another Toledo disaster
will not occur again. Suesberry will prepare his troops
more mentally this week.
Kent State's freshmen will
invade "Haley's Palace of
Thrills ' for a 5:30 encounter
on Wednesday night. The
team will travel to Western
Michigan for a Saturday
confrontation against the
Broncos freshmen.

